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ABOUT BRODYLAND: This unique hospitality concept in Budapest comprises accommodation, bars, social
and cultural events spaces across five individually conceived venues. The Brody community includes
numerous creatives, Hollywood types, entrepreneurs and anyone trying to earn an honest crust in Budapest
drawn to BrodyLand’s convivial and private environment.
ACCOMMODATION: From boutique hotel to downtown apartments and an exclusive villa rental, guests
have three locations to choose from. Each venue integrates art, upcycled artisanal furniture and
contemporary design within a glam heritage building served by speedy free wifi and air conditioning
throughout.
BRODY HOUSE | STAY TUNED | C
 HECK OUT PHOTOS
Each of the unique 11 rooms in this award-winning boutique hotel is named after a
former artist-in-residence that showcases their work as well as upcycled artisanal furniture.
Built in 1896, this building housed Dr Tauffer who performed the first ‘modern’ cesarean
in 1890.
Brody Sandor utca 10, Budapest 1088 | from EUR 75 per night
PAULAY HOUSE | STAY TUNED | C
 HECK OUT PHOTOS
This downtown boutique venue offers seventeen distinct apartments ranging from studios
to 3-bedroom lofts with city views. The trademark Brody design and upcycled furniture is
ever-present. The city’s lively 7th district is within, literally, stumbling distance.
Paulay Ede utca 16, Budapest 1061 | from EUR 60 per night
THE WRITER’S VILLA | STAY TUNED | C
 HECK OUT PHOTOS
Lord it up on the Buda side at this heritage property. The former home of celebrated
Dutch writer author, Jaap Scholten, sleeps up to 16 people and serves as a glam setting
for private events. Dating from 1881 with an amorous backstory, architectural features
include Miksa Róth stained glass, a rare Zsolnay fountain, swimming pool, jacuzzi, steam
room and tranquil garden designed by Baroness Margaretha Voërst van Lynden.
Muvesz ut 2, Budapest 1121| from EUR 1,250 per night
SOCIAL & CULTURE: Citizens of Brodyland and their guests have access to a diverse and glam social and
cultural life, several club spaces and numerous happening throughout BrodyLand and beyond. Regular
travellers and digital nomads can utilise any of 17 international affiliate clubs.
BRODY STUDIOS | STAY TUNED | CHECK OUT PHOTOS
Described as the Group’s ‘bohemian wild child that leaves no stone untouched when
delving into the cultural core of Budapest’, this social arts club houses regular exhibitions,
stand-up comedy, live music, DJ sets and other happenings. Local and seasonal food
combined with craft cocktails and Hungarian wines await. Events for upto 350 people can
be hosted set over 3 floors, 4 bars, 2 private dining rooms, a games/screening room and
atmospheric courtyard.
Vörösmarty utca 38, Budapest 1064
BRODY COLLECTION | S
 TAY TUNED | CHECK OUT PHOTOS
Anyone wishing to bolster their art collection can pop by BrodyLand’s contemporary
gallery space showcasing prints and original artworks by local and international artists.
Andrassy Avenue 66, Budapest 1062
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BRODYLAND = BEDS + BOOZE + BANTER + BONHOMIE + BUDAPEST
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